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Abstract. In today's competitive business, buying and returning products have become
a common practice because of incompleteness of the products or the failure to meet the
customer's satisfaction or reusing products. Before handling this cycle, companies need
a proper logistics network because of its impact on the e�ciency and responsiveness of
the supply chain. In this research, a forward and reverse logistics network was proposed
for product distribution and collection. The contribution of this paper is a multi-
period, multi-echelon integrated forward and reverse supply chain network design problem
with transportation mode selection. Di�erent decisions including determination of the
optimum number and locations of facilities, facilities' opening time, and transportation
mode selection were considered in this paper. Due to the multi-period nature of the
problem, the problem is exible for future periods. A mixed integer nonlinear programming
model was proposed for the introduced problem, considering di�erent levels of facility
capacities. As another contribution, a genetic algorithm was developed to cope with the
problem's complexity, especially for large-sized instances. E�ectiveness and reliability of
the algorithm, evaluated by solving several random instances with the obtained numerical
results and comparisons, con�rmed the capability of the proposed algorithm to �nd good
solutions within an acceptable processing time period.

© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Supply chain con�guration has a signi�cant role in
the e�ectiveness of a supply chain. A typical supply
chain network is composed of forward and reverse
logistics. The forward logistics is utilized to transform
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raw material into �nished goods before delivering them
to the end-users such as suppliers, production centers,
and distributors. On the other hand, reverse logistics is
composed of collection and inspection centers, recycling
centers, disposal centers, and centers for the reproduc-
tion of returned goods [1]. In recent years, reverse
logistic strategies have been increasingly regarded by
researchers. This is because of the residual value of
imperfect, out of fashion, or unsold products at the
end of the forward supply chain. The other reason
behind the importance of such strategies is to reduce
or eliminate the waste generation to comply with en-
vironmental regulations or other social commitments.
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As such, the reverse logistics has been mainly focused
on the management, inspection, and arrangement of
the waste in terms of material, part, and product
collection/delivery from/to processing or repair centers
and tracing their return to other supply chains or
markets [2]. An independent design of forward and
reverse logistic networks results in suboptimal designs
in terms of costs and level of service. Therefore, it
has been recommended that the forward and reverse
logistic networks be simultaneously designed to achieve
a so-called integrated design [1].

In recent years, a great deal of development has
been realized within the �eld of Supply Chain Network
Design (SCND); although a great deal of research has
been focused on this topic, most studies reported so
far have been limited to a single period of time, making
them less exible when dealing with periodic variations.
However, supply chain networks are expected to be
designed with a multi-period scheme to boost their
exibility and provide a basis for taking advantage of
multi-facility networks in multiple periods.

This research is an extension to the forward and
reverse SCND problem, wherein a multi-period, multi-
echelon model is considered. The multi-echelon model
helps consider the entire supply chain, while the multi-
period model contributes to better solutions in the long
run. The proposed problem can be applied to such
products as tires, electrical reusable devices, bottle
caps or virtually any product that may be returned
by customers for any reason. The forward and reverse
logistics network design is essential for (a) cost reduc-
tion by reusing products and decreasing environmental
pollutions by collecting deteriorated items and (b)
for enhancing customers' satisfaction by returning the
products that are either not satisfactory from the
customers' point of view or no longer used. The
proposed model allows decision-makers to account for
such parameters as transportation cost, purchase cost,
etc. by considering their values in di�erent periods.
Another feature highlighted in this research is the
transportation mode selection. In reality, there are dif-
ferent transportation modes with di�erent associated
costs, delivery time, and safety level, etc. Therefore, the
choice of transportation mode a�ects the performance
and responsiveness of a supply chain. In order to
minimize the total transportation costs, one should
establish a balance between the �xed initial costs
and variable costs of transportation among network
nodes. Furthermore, owing to its comprehensiveness
and generalizability, the proposed model can be applied
to many of those goods that are to be shipped to
the consumer once they are delivered and reproduced.
As another contribution to the literature, the present
research formulates an appropriate solving algorithm
for the newly introduced problem, with its performance
veri�ed by examining numerical examples.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a review of the existing literature.
Section 3 focuses on the problem description and
mathematical formulation of the model. Section 4 is
dedicated to the model validation while setting out
an approach to the solving algorithm that is further
tested on numerical examples on various sizes. Finally,
Section 5 draws some conclusion and elaborates on
future trends.

2. Literature review

As a strategic decision for supply chain management,
SCND plays a signi�cant role in determining the
e�ectiveness, associated costs, and responsiveness of
a supply chain. This problem involves facility loca-
tion, ow allocation, product transportation, inventory
and storage management, vehicle routing, etc. Most
previous researchers have addressed the designs of
forward and reverse logistic networks independently,
leading to sub-optimal results. Considering the fact
that the reverse logistic network design imposes direct
e�ects on the corresponding forward logistic network,
one may suggest the necessity of designing forward
and reverse logistic networks together [3]. In this
regard, various integrated forward and reverse logistics
problems have been de�ned such as network design,
inventory management, capacity management, pricing,
and game theory problems.

Di�erent researchers have introduced various
problems based on SCND. Lin et al. (2006) [4], Du
and Evans (2008) [5], Mehdizadeh et al. (2013) [6],
Mirmajlesi and Shafaei (2016) [7], Taleizadeh and
Sadeghi (2018) [8], and Fathollahi Fard and Hajaghaei-
Keshteli (2018) [9] focused on the number of supply
chain echelons. Some other researchers such as Badri
et al. (2013) [10] and Nobari and Kheirkhah (2018) [11]
based their investigations on the number of program-
ming periods. Multi-product systems have also become
an eye-catching interest to researchers [4,10]. Cardoso
et al. (2013) [12], Pedram et al. (2017) [13], and
Lieckens and Vandaele (2007) [14] worked on the
uncertainties associated with the parameters of such
systems. They considered the demand as a source of
such uncertainties and modeled it via a scenario tree-
based approach.

Center capacities (i.e., capacity extension or con-
traction, addition or elimination of storage facilities,
etc.) represent another signi�cant aspect of SCND.
For instance, Aghezzaf (2005) [15] and Shaharudin et
al. (2017) [16] considered the possibility of expanding
the capacity of facilities, while Lowe et al. (2002) [17]
proposed a model to design supply chain networks
with a reducible capacity. Furthermore, Martel et
al. (2006) [18] developed a logistic model wherein the
center capacity could be either increased or decreased.
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In another research, Karabakal et al. (2000) [19] ana-
lyzed the supply chain across the American branch of
Volkswagen Company.

Some researchers have addressed the inventory in
the SCND. In the literature on inventory programming,
the majority of decisions correspond to the proper
location of inventory storage facilities [15,20{22]. Some
research studies have considered the inventory storage
to be non-reducible to only one echelon [23{25], while
some others have focused on the raw material supply
and �nal products storage, e.g., Jang et al. (2002) [23],
Melo et al. (2006) [24], Syam (2002) [25], van Weele
(2009) [26], and Cordeau et al. (2006) [27]. In another
study, Yan et al. (2003) [28] proposed a multi-echelon,
multi-product, single-time period model for SCND and
raw material supply. Zhou and Chen (2017) [29]
considered the inventory control problem for both
forward and reverse logistics.

Transportation mode selection has been widely
regarded in previous research studies. When it comes
to the choice of transportation mode in SCND, either
of two cases may arise: (1) a given pair of nodes can be
handled by more than one transportation mode [30],
(2) only one transportation mode is available between
a given pair of nodes [31].

Heydari et al. (2017) [32] and Taleizadeh and
Sadeghi (2018) [8] proposed a number of pricing
strategies for dealing with competitive reverse supply
chains. Giri et al. (2017) [33] and Fathollahi Fard
and Hajaghaei-Keshteli (2018) [9] investigated the im-
pacts of cooperation and competition based on game
theory. Khakim Habibi et al. (2017) [34] presented
a collection-disassembly problem in the reverse supply
chain. Butzer et al. (2017) [35] de�ned a performance
measurement system to assess international reverse
supply chains. Goh et al. (2007) [36] developed a
location programming model for international facilities.

Di�erent researchers have developed a variety of
approaches to solving their proposed problems; these
can be classi�ed into exact and approximate methods
(heuristic and metaheuristic methods). Lu and Bostel
(2007) [37] proposed a Lagrangian relaxation method.
�Uster et al. (2007) [38] employed benders decomposi-
tion. Min and Ko (2008) [39], Lee and Chan (2009) [40],
Trappey et al. (2010) [41], and Fakhrzad and Moobed
(2010) [42] used genetic algorithm. Mehdizadeh et
al. (2013) [6] developed a hybrid priority-based ge-
netic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm.
Zegordi et al. (2010) [43] considered a gender-based
genetic algorithm, in which two di�erent types of
chromosomes with unequal structures were considered.
More recently, a number of scholars have adopted
new algorithms for such a purpose. In this respect,
Modiri-Delshad et al. (2016) [44] used back-tracking
search algorithm; Kaboli et al. (2016) [45] proposed
an arti�cial cooperative search algorithm; Ra�eerad

et al. (2017) [46] applied a multi-objective Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO); Kaboli et al. (2017) [47]
introduced rain-fall optimization algorithm; moreover,
Kaboli et al. (2017) [48] proposed a gene expression
programming for electrical consumption forecasting;
Sebtahmadi et al. (2018) [49] used PSO-DQ Current
Control Scheme; Mansouri et al. (2012) [50] presented
a hybrid neuro-fuzzy- P.I. fed Controller for controlling
the rpm of brush-less D.C. motors; Modiri-Delshad et
al. (2013) [51] proposed an iterative algorithm for an
economic dispatch in a micro grid. They further used
the algorithm to address the economic dispatch in a
power system.

Given the focus of the present research, i.e.,
integrated SCND, Amin and Zhang (2013) [1] proposed
a multi-objective, multi-echelon, multi-product model
that represented a consistent image of integrity across
the system. Mirmajlesi and Shafaei (2016) [7] con-
sidered a multi-period, multi-product, multi-echelon
capacitated supply chain problem for products of a
short lifetime.

As a contribution to the forward and reverse
logistics problem and to �ll in the existing research
gap in the literature on SCND, this study develops
a deterministic multi-period, multi-echelon model to
maximize the overall pro�t. The model determines the
optimum number and locations of facilities, as well as
their establishment times. The considered logistics net-
work structure had three echelons in the forward ow
and four echelons in the reverse ow. Furthermore, the
choice of transportation mode between di�erent nodes
(facilities) was considered. The present research is
among the rare research studies that combines forward
and reverse logistics to address multi-period logistic
network design and scheduling simultaneously. This
research further considers the choice of transportation
mode (with di�erent �xed and variable costs associated
with each transportation mode) between the associated
nodes, i.e., mathematical programming for minimizing
the transportation costs leads to a proportional bal-
ance between the transportation costs and the �xed
and variable parameters, a�ecting the chosen trans-
portation mode. Furthermore, given the numerical
complexity of the problem, a metaheuristic algorithm
was developed to solve the model. Transportation
problem concept comprises a common idea within
SCND problems. Due to its superior performance
for solving similar problems, genetic algorithm was
adopted in this paper. Mixing the transportation
problem with the genetic algorithm, one can design
an e�ective solver algorithm for problems of larger
sizes.

3. Problem description and modeling

In order to accurately demonstrate a schematic of the
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Figure 1. Product distribution and collection diagram.

problem assumptions, Figure 1 provides a diagram view
of a forward and reverse integrated supply chain net-
work. Beginning with the chain, following the forward
ow, customers' required products are manufactured
in production centers before being dispatched to distri-
bution centers from which they are to be delivered to
the customers. Such distribution centers are assigned
to deliver all of the received products to the customers
within the same period of time when the products are
received. In terms of tasks and performances, there are
two types of distribution centers: normal distribution
centers, which are only utilizable along the forward
ow and their only task is to receive the products
from the distribution centers and forward them to the
end-users, and hybrid distribution centers, which are
not only capable of accomplishing what normal centers
do, but also well set to collect the returned products
from the customers at the end of the period in a
reverse ow. As end customers, end-users or retailers
are placed at the end of the supply chain with their
number and locations known within each period. The
demand by these customers is known and the chain
must necessarily meet the demands in full.

In the reverse ow, products' end-users assume
receiving the products from the distribution centers
and returning them to the supply chain once the
products are consumed. Each customer has his/her
speci�c rate of return. This rate of return can be
di�erent in each period. Following the reverse ow,
there are collection centers where the returned products
from the customers are collected. In this problem,
all of returned products must be collected. Normal
collection centers can only be utilized along the reverse
ow path to collect the returned products from the
customers, while hybrid distribution-collection centers
can not only accomplish the collecting task, but also

perform the distribution task along the forward path
ow. Once inspected at the collection centers, the
collected products will be sent to the recycling centers if
recognized as recyclable; otherwise, the collected prod-
ucts are sent to disposal centers. Di�erent recycling
centers may exhibit a di�erent number of recyclable
products within each period of time. Once recycled, the
collected products either turn into recycled products
that can be resold to customers or provide raw material
for the production centers. Therefore, the recycled
products can be pro�table for the chain as they can
be sold.

In Figure 1, locating process is performed on
the manufacturing, distribution, hybrid distribution-
collection, collection, recycling, and disposal facilities
within each period so that the demands by the cus-
tomers can be ful�lled with minimum cost. Various
transportation modes are provided for transporting the
products between two related facilities. According to
the model assumptions, only one transportation mode
can be chosen between each pair of nodes until the end
of the current period; however, di�erent transportation
modes can be utilized for future periods. Each trans-
portation mode has its own �xed and variable costs.
Each facility opens at a limited initial capacity so that
it cannot serve beyond its initial capacity during the
initial period. In this research, expandable capacity
was considered, and each level of improvement was
associated with some costs imposed on the system;
for each facility, the capacity level enhancement was
allowed just once per period. The presented model was
developed for a single-product system.

3.1. Mathematical model
Model sets, indices, parameters, and decision variables
are as follows:
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Sets
v Set of �xed locations of outer

manufacturers, v = 1; 2; :::; V
i Set of potential locations for

manufacturing centers, i = 1; 2; :::; I
j Set of potential locations for

distribution centers, j = 1; 2; :::; J
k Set of �xed locations of customers,

k = 1; 2; :::;K
l Set of potential locations for collection

and inspection centers, l = 1; 2; :::; L
h Set of potential locations for hybrid

distribution-collection centers,
h = 1; 2; :::; H

g Set of potential locations for recycling
centers, g = 1; 2; :::; G

m Set of potential locations for disposal
centers, m = 1; 2; :::;M

n Set of available capacity levels for
facilities, n = 1; 2; :::; N

c Set of transport modes between a pair
of nodes, c = 1; 2; :::; C

t Set of time periods, t = 1; 2; :::; T
Parameters
DMkt The demand by the customer k in time

period t
PRkt Product's unit price for the customer

k in time period t
PRIit Recycled product's unit price for the

manufacturing center i in time period t
PRVvt Recycled product's unit price for the

outer customer v in time period t
PCit Unit production cost at the

manufacturing center i in time
period t

IClt Unit cost of inspection test at the
collection and inspection center l in
time period t

ICht Unit cost of inspection test at the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
in time period t

RCgt Unit cost of product recycling at
recycling center g in time period t

DCmt Unit cost of returned product disposal
at disposal center m in time period t

XOit Fixed cost to establish the
manufacturing center i in time
period t, given it was closed at time
period t� 1

XCit Fixed cost to close the manufacturing
center i in time period t, given it was
open in time period t� 1

FEXint Fixed cost to expand the manufacturing
center i with the capacity level of n in
time period t

Y Ojt Fixed cost to establish the distribution
center j in time period t, given it was
closed in time period t� 1

Y Cjt Fixed cost to close the distribution
center j in time period t, given it was
open in time period t� 1

FEYjnt Fixed cost to expand the distribution
center j with the capacity level of n in
time period t

ZOlt Fixed cost to establish the collection
and inspection center l in time period
t, given it was closed in time period
t� 1

ZClt Fixed cost to close the collection and
inspection center l in time period t,
given it was open in time period t� 1

FEZl:nt Fixed cost to expand the collection and
inspection center l with the capacity
level of n in time period t

UOmt Fixed cost to establish the disposal
center m in time period t, given it was
closed in time period t� 1

UCmt Fixed cost to close the disposal center
m in time period t, given it was open
in time period t� 1

FEUmnt Fixed cost to expand the disposal
center m with the capacity level of n
in time period t

WOht Fixed cost to establish the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t, given it was closed in time
period t� 1

WCht Fixed cost to close the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t, given it was open in time
period t� 1

FEWhnt Fixed cost to expand the hybrid
distribution-collection center h with
the capacity level of n in time period t

QOgt Fixed cost to establish the recycling
center g in time period t, given it was
closed in time period t� 1

QCgt Fixed cost to close the recycling center
g in time period t, given it was open in
time period t� 1

FEQgnt Fixed cost to expand the recycling
center g with the capacity level of n in
time period t

CaIit Capacity of the manufacturing center i
in time period t
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ECIint Development capacity of the
manufacturing center i with the
capacity level of n in time period t

CaJjt Capacity of the distribution center j in
time period t

ECJjnt Development capacity of the
distribution center j with the capacity
level of n in time period t

CaLlt Capacity of the collection and
inspection center l in time period t

ECLlnt Development capacity of the collection
and inspection center l with the
capacity level of n in time period t

CaHht Capacity of the hybrid distribution-
collection center h in time period
t

ECHhnt Development capacity of the hybrid
distribution-collection center h with
the capacity level of n in time period t

CaGgt Capacity of the recycling center g in
time period t

ECGgnt Development capacity of the recycling
center g with the capacity level of n in
time period t

CaMmt Capacity of the disposal center m in
time period t

ECMmnt Development capacity of the disposal
center m with the capacity level of n
in time period t

CIJijtc Unit transportation cost from the
manufacturing center i to the
distribution center j in time period t
via transport mode c

FIJijtc Fixed transportation cost from
the manufacturing center i to the
distribution center j in time period t
via transport mode c

CJKjktc Unit transportation cost from the
distribution center j to the customer k
in time period t via transport mode c

FJKjktc Fixed transportation cost from the
distribution center j to the customer k
in time period t via transport mode c

CKLkltc Unit transportation cost from the
customer k to the collection and
inspection center l in time period t via
transport mode c

FKLkltc Fixed transportation cost from the
customer k to the collection and
inspection center l in time period t via
transport mode c

CHKhktc Unit transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the customer k in time period t via
transport mode c

FHKhktc Fixed transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the customer k in time period t via
transport mode c

CIHihtc Unit transportation cost from the
manufacturing center i to the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t via transport mode c

FIHihtc Fixed transportation cost from the
manufacturing center i to the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t via transport mode c

CLGlgtc Unit transportation cost from the
collection and inspection center l to
the recycling center g in time period t
via transport mode c

FLGlgtc Fixed transportation cost from the
collection and inspection center l to
the recycling center g in time period t
via transport mode c

CLMlmtc Unit transportation cost from the
collection and inspection center l to
the disposal center m in time period t
via transport mode c

FLMlmtc Fixed transportation cost from the
collection and inspection center l to
the disposal center m in time period t
via transport mode c

CHMhmtc Unit transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the disposal center m in time period
t via transport mode c

FHMhmtc Fixed transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the disposal center m in time period
t via transport mode c

CHGhgtc Unit transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the recycling center g in time period
t via transport mode c

FHGhgtc Fixed transportation cost from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the recycling center g in time period
t via transport mode c

CGMgmtc Unit transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the disposal
center m in time period t via transport
mode c
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FGMgmtc Fixed transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the disposal
center m in time period t via transport
mode c

CGIgitm Unit transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the manufacturing
center i in time period t via transport
mode cgitc

FGIgitc Fixed transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the manufacturing
center i in time period t via transport
mode c

CGVgvtc Unit transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the outer customer
v in time period t via transport mode c

FGVgvtc Fixed transportation cost from the
recycling center g to the outer customer
v in time period t via transport mode c

RKk Rate of return for the used products
by customer k

RI Rate of usable material in the
collection and hybrid distribution-
collection centers

RG Rate of recyclable material at the
recycling centers

Djt Unit distribution cost for the
distribution center j in time period t

Dht Unit distribution cost for the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t

Non-negative variables

QIJijt The volume of products sent from
the manufacturing center i to the
distribution center j in time period t

QJKjkt The volume of products sent from the
distribution center j to the customer k
in time period t

QIHiht The volume of products sent from the
manufacturing center i to the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t

QHKhkt The volume of products sent from the
hybrid distribution-collection center h
to the customer k in time period t

QKLklt The volume of products sent from
the customer k to the collection and
inspection center l in time period t

QKHkht The volume of products sent from
the customer k to the hybrid
distribution-collection center h in time
period t

QLGlgt The volume of products sent from the
collection and inspection center l to
the recycling center g in time period t

QLMlmt The volume of products sent from the
collection and inspection center l to
the disposal center m in time period t

QHMhmt The volume of products sent from the
hybrid distribution-collection center
h to the disposal center m in time
period t

QHGhgt The volume of products sent from the
hybrid distribution-collection center
h to the recycling center g in time
period t

QGMgmt The volume of products sent from
the recycling center g to the disposal
center m in time period t

QGIgit The volume of products sent from the
recycling center g to the manufacturing
center i in time period t

QGVgvt The volume of products sent from
the recycling center g to the outer
customer v in time period t

Binary variables

Xit

8><>:1 : If the manufacturing center i
is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise

EXi:nt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the manufacturing center i

is developed with the capacity level of
n in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Yjt

8><>:1 : If the distribution center j
is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise

EYjnt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the distribution center j

is developed with the capacity level of
n in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Zlt

8><>:1 : If the collection and inspection center l
is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise
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EZl:nt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the collection and inspection center l

is developed with the capacity level of
n in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Umt

8><>:1 : If the disposal center m
is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise

EUmnt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the disposal center m

is developed with the capacity level of n
in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Wht

8><>:1 : If the hybrid distribution-collection center
h is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise

EWhnt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the hybrid distribution-collection center

h is developed with the capacity level of
n in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Qgt

8><>:1 : If the recycling center g
is established in time period t

0 : Otherwise

EQgnt

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the recycling center g

is developed with the capacity level of
n in time period t

0 : Otherwise

IJijtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from i
to j in time period t

0 : Otherwise

KLkltc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from k
to l in time period t

0 : Otherwise

JKjktc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from j
to k in time period t

0 : Otherwise

Hkhktc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from h
to k in time period t

0 : Otherwise

IHihtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from i to h
in time period t

0 : Otherwise

LGlgtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from l
to g in time period t

0 : Otherwise

LMlmtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from l
to m in time period t

0 : Otherwise

HMhmtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from h
to m in time period t

0 : Otherwise

HGhgtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from h
to g in time period t

0 : Otherwise

GMgmtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from g
to m in time period t

0 : Otherwise

GIgitc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from g
to i in time period t

0 : Otherwise

GVgvtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from g
to v in time period t

0 : Otherwise

KHkhtc

8>>><>>>:
1 : If the transport mode c

is chosen for the route from k
to h in time period t

0 : Otherwise
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where M is a large number, and RI and RK denote
rates of return, can take values between 0 and 1, and
express the fraction of original products that were re-
turned. Based on the assumptions, the parameters and
variables of the model are de�ned, and the objective
function, aimed at pro�t maximization, is formulated
as follows:

Objective function and its components

Maximise Profit =
X
t

(Incomet � Costt): (1)

Incomet =
X
j

X
k

(QJK�jktPRkt)

+
X
h

X
k

(QHK�hktPRkt)

+
X
g

X
i

(QGI�gitPRIit)

+
X
g

X
v

(QGV �gvtPRVvt) 8t (2)

Costt =
X
i

XOit(1�Xi;t�1)Xit

+
X
i

XC�itXi;t�1(1�Xit)

+
X
j

Y Ojt(1� Yj;t�1)Yjt

+
X
j

Y C�jtYj;t�1(1� Yjt)

+
X
l

ZOlt(1� Zl;t�1)Zlt

+
X
l

ZC�ltZl;t�1(1� Zlt)

+
X
m

UOmt(1� Um;t�1)Umt

+
X
m

UC�mtUm;t�1(1� Umt)

+
X
h

WOht(1�Wh;t�1)Wit

+
X
h

WC�htWh;t�1(1�Wht)

+
X
g

QOgt(1�Qg;t�1)Qgt

+
X
g

QC�gtQg;t�1(1�Qgt) (3.1)

+
X
i

X
n

FEXint(EXint � EXin;t�1)

+
X
j

X
n

FEYjnt(EYjnt � EYjn;t�1)

+
X
l

X
n

FEZlnt(EZlnt � EZln;t�1)

+
X
m

X
n

FEUmnt(EUmnt � EUmn;t�1)

+
X
h

X
n

FEWhnt(EWhnt � EWih;t�1)

+
X
g

X
n

FEQgnt(EQgnt�EQgn;t�1) (3.2)

+
X
i

X
j

(QIJ�ijtPCit)+
X
i

X
h

(QIH�ihtPCit) (3.3)

+
X
j

X
k

(QJK�jktDjt)+
X
h

X
k

(QHK�hktDht) (3.4)

+
X
k

X
l

(QKL�kltIClt)+
X
k

X
h

(QKH�khtICht) (3.5)

+
X
l

X
m

(QLM�lmtDCmt)

+
X
h

X
m

(QHM�hmtDCmt)

+
X
g

X
m

(QGM�gmtDCmt) (3.6)

+
X
l

X
g

(QLG�lg tRCgt)

+
X
h

X
g

(QHG�hgtRCgt) (3.7)

+
X
i

X
j

 
QIJ�ijt

 X
c

IJ�ijtcCIJijtc
!!

+
X
j

X
k

 
QJK�jkt

 X
c

JK�jktcCJKjktc

!!
+
X
k

X
l

(QKL�klt(
X
c

KL�kltcCKLkltc))
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+
X
h

X
k

 
QHK�hkt

 X
c

HK�hktcCHKhktc

!!
X
k

X
h

 
QKH�kht

 X
c

KH�khtcCKHkhtc

!!
+
X
i

X
h

 
QIH�iht

 X
c

IH�ihtcCIHihtc

!!
+
X
l

X
g

 
QLG�lg t

 X
c

LG�lg tcCLGlg tc

!!

+
X
l

X
m

 
QLM�lmt

 X
c

LM�lmtcCLMlmtc

!!
+
X
h

X
m

 
QHM�hmt

 X
c

HM�hmtcCHMhmtc

!!
+
X
h

X
g

 
QHG�hgt

 X
c

HG�hgtcCHGhgtc
!!

+
X
g

X
m

 
QGM�gmt

 X
c

GM�gmtcCGMgmtc

!!

+
X
g

X
i

 
QGI�git

 X
c

GI�gitcCGIgitc
!!

+
X
g

X
v

 
QGV �gvt

 X
c

GV �gvtcCVgvtc
!!

(3.8)

+
X
i

X
j

X
c

IJ�ijtcFIJijtc

+
X
j

X
k

X
c

JK�jktcFJKjktc

+
X
k

X
l

X
c

KL�kltcFKLkltc

+
X
h

X
k

X
c

HK�hktcFHKhktc

+
X
i

X
h

X
c

IH�tcFIHihtc

+
X
l

X
g

X
c

LG�lgtcFLGlg tc

+
X
l

X
m

X
c

LM�lmtcFLMlmtc

+
X
h

X
m

X
c

HM�hmtcFHMhmtc

+
X
h

X
g

X
c

HG�hgtcFHGhgtc

+
X
g

X
m

X
c

GM�gmtcFGMgmtc

+
X
g

X
i

X
c

GI�gitcFGIgitc

+
X
g

X
v

X
c

GV �gvtcFGVgvtc: (3.9)

The �rst term of the expression sets out a gen-
eral form of the objective function. Based on this
general form, it is clear that the pro�t function is
obtained to be the di�erence between the sum of
revenues generated along the chain and associated
costs. For the sake of simplicity and to obtain a simple
mathematical expression, the income function and cost
function were expressed as the second and third terms,
respectively.

By showing income sources of the chain, the
second term of the objective function is composed of
two components: (1) the sum of incomes provided
by the sale of the �nished products to the end-users
in the forward ow during various periods, and (2)
total incomes raised by selling recycled products to
manufacturing centers or external customers during all
programming periods.

By reecting the incurred costs, the third term
of the objective function consists of 9 components.
For the sake of simplicity, these 9 components are
formulated as follows. Component (3.1) denotes to-
tal �xed costs associated with the establishment and
termination of centers during all periods. Component
(3.2) refers to total �xed costs spent on capacity
expansion of the centers from the initial capacity to
increased capacity levels. Component (3.3) indicates
total manufacturing cost spent at the manufacturing
centers to ful�ll customers' demands within the pro-
gramming periods. Component (3.4) evaluates the
costs incurred upon distributing the products from the
distribution or hybrid collection-distribution centers
to the end-users. Component (3.5) denotes the total
cost incurred to inspect and test the collected returned
products; it can be seen as a collection-associated cost.
Component (3.6) represents the sum of disposal costs
incurred at the disposal centers. Component (3.7)
indicates total product recycling costs incurred at the
recycling centers. Component (3.8) shows the sum of
variable costs of transportation across associated nodes
and, �nally, Component (3.9) represents the total �xed
transportation cost.
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The model constraints:X
i

QIJijt =
X
k

QJKjkt 8t; j; (4)X
j

QJKjkt +
X
h

QHKhkt = DMkt 8t; k; (5)

X
i

QIHiht =
X
k

QHKhkt 8t; h; (6)

X
h

QKHkht +
X
l

QKLklt = DMkt
�
RKk 8t; k;

(7)

RI�
X
k

QKHkht =
X
g

QHGhgt 8t; h; (8)

(1�RI)
X
k

QKHkht =
X
m

QHMhmt 8t; h; (9)

RI�
X
k

QKLklt =
X
g

QLGlgt 8t; i; (10)

(1�RI)
X
k

QKLklt =
X
m

QLMlmt 8t; l; (11)

RG�
 X

h

QHGhgt +
X
l

QLGlg t

!
=
X
v

QGVgvt +
X
i

QGIgit 8t; g; (12)

(1�RG)

 X
h

QHGhgt +
X
l

QLGlg t

!
=
X
m

QGMgmt 8t; g; (13)X
j

QIJijt +
X
h

QIHiht � CaI�itXit

+
X
n

(ECI�intEXint) 8t; i; (14)X
i

QIJijt � CaJ�jtYjt +
X
n

(ECJ�jntEYjnt)

8t; j; (15)X
k

QKLklt � CaL�ltZlt +
X
n

(ECL�lntEZlnt)

8t; l; (16)X
i

QIHiht +
X
k

QKHkht � CaH�htWht

+
X
n

(ECH�hntEWhnt) 8t; h; (17)

X
l

QLGlg t +
X
h

QHGhgt � CaG�gtQgt

+
X
n

(ECG�gntEQgnt) 8t; g; (18)

X
l

QLMlmt +
X
h

QHMhmt +
X
g

QGMgmt

� CaM�mtUmt

+

 X
n

ECM�mntEUmnt
!
8t;m; (19)

X
n

EXint � Xit 8t; i; (20)

X
n

EYJnt � Yjt 8t; j; (21)

X
n

EZlnt � Zlt 8t; l; (22)

X
n

EUmnt � Umt 8t;m; (23)

X
n

EQgnt � Qgt 8t; g; (24)

X
n

EWhnt �Wht 8t; h; (25)

EXin;t�1 � EXint 8t; n; i; (26)

EYjn;t�1 � EYjnt 8t; n; j; (27)

EZln;t�1 � EZlnt 8t; n; l; (28)

EUmn;t�1 � EUmnt 8t; n;m; (29)

EQgn;t�1 � EQgnt 8t; n; g; (30)

EWhn;t�1 � EWhnt 8t; n; h; (31)X
c

IJijtc � 1 8t; i; j; (32)

X
c

JKjktc � 1 8t; j; k; (33)

X
c

KLkltc � 1 8t; k; l; (34)

X
c

HKhktc � 1 8t; h; k; (35)

X
c

IHihtc � 1 8t; i; h; (36)
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X
c

LGlg tc � 1 8t; l; g; (37)X
c

LMlmtc � 1 8t; l;m; (38)X
c

HMhmtc � 1 8t; h;m; (39)X
c

GMgmtc � 1 8t; g;m; (40)X
c

HGhgtc � 1 8t; h; g; (41)X
c

GIgitc � 1 8t; g; i; (42)X
c

GVgvtc � 1 8t; g; v; (43)X
c

KHkhtc � 1 8t; h; k; (44)

QIJijt �MX
c

IJijtc 8t; i; j; (45)

QJKjkt �MX
c

JKjktc 8t; j; k; (46)

QKLklt �MX
c

KLkltc 8t; k; l; (47)

QHKhkt �MX
c

HKhktc 8t; h; k; (48)

QIHiht �MX
c

IHihtc 8t; i; h; (49)

QLGlg t �MX
c

LGlg tc 8t; l; g; (50)

QLMlmt �MX
c

LMlmtc 8t; l;m; (51)

QHMhmt �MX
c

HMhmtc 8t; h;m; (52)

QHGhgt �MX
c

HGhgtc 8t; h; g; (53)

QGMgmt �MX
c

GMgmtc 8t; g;m; (54)

QGIgit �MX
c

GIgitc 8t; g; i; (55)

QGVgvt �MX
c

GVgvtc 8t; g; v; (56)

QKHkht �MX
c

KHkhtc 8t; k; h; (57)

Xit; EXint; Yjt; EYjnt; Zlt; EZln t; Umt; EUmnt;

Qgt; EQgnt;Wht; EWhnt; IJijtc; JKjktc;

KLkltc;HKhktc; IHihtc; LGlg tc; LMlmtc;

HMhmtc;HGhgtc; GMgmtc; GIgitc; GVgvtc;

KHkhtc 2 f0; 1g
8i; j; k; l; h; g;m; v; n; c; t; (58)

QIJijt; QJKjkt; QIHiht; QHKhkt; QKLklt;

QKHkht; QLGlg t; QLMlmt; QHMhmt;

QHGhgt; QGMgmt; QGIgit; QGVgvt � 0

8i; j; k; l; h; g;m; v; t: (59)

Constraints (4){(6) ensure ow equilibrium
within the related nodes to the forward ow path, while
Constraints (7){(13) ensure ow equilibrium within
those along the reverse ow path. For the purpose
of this paper, ow equilibrium implies the state of
equality between the sum of products received and
dispatched by a particular node. Constraints (14){
(19) de�ne the capacity limitations at di�erent centers.
Once opened, each center can operate at its initial
capacity only unless a capacity expansion process is
undertaken for that center. Constraints (20){(25)
ensure that a capacity expansion can solely be realized
for the centers established in the corresponding period.
Constraints (26){(31) introduce the impossibility of
a capacity reduction to occur in capacity-expanded
facilities, i.e., once the capacity of a facility expands
in a given period of time, it cannot be either reduced
or returned back to the initial capacity within the
same period of time. Constraints (32){(44) prove that
there is only one transportation mode between each
pair of nodes during each period of time. Constraints
(45){(57) ensure that no product can be transported
between a pair of nodes unless a transportation mode
is chosen. Finally, Constraints (58) and (59) imply
that the variables shall be non-negative and binary,
respectively.

4. Model validation and solution approach

In this research, in order to solve small- to medium-
sized problems, optimization software called GAMS
v.24.2.2 was used without con�guring a particular
algorithm. The results obtained by this software were
used as a reference to compare other solution methods
and algorithms. All case studies were processed on
a laptop powered by an Intel® CoreTM 2 Dou CPU
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operating at 2.4 GHz and further equipped with 4 GB
of RAM.

By utilizing GAMS software, two important issues
were analyzed: the value of M (an adequately large
number) and the choice of the solver. Due to the
non-linear nature of the mathematical model, BARON
solver was employed to solve the illustrative problems.
Furthermore, in order to investigate the sensitivity of
this solver to the value of M , a set of experiments
was designed, whose results were analyzed. According
to the analyses, the minimum value of M before the
problem turns infeasible or unjusti�ed is the maximum
value of total demands in di�erent periods. Following
this approach, the variable ranges were limited to
contract the solution space for the solver so as to
accelerate the process of �nding the optimum solution.

Having introduced various local techniques to
analyze supply chain networks, Krarup and Pruzan
(1983) investigated the issues associated with the be-
havior of such techniques for large-sized problems [52],
and proved that the SCND problems were NP-hard.
Therefore, for each mathematical model developed for
such problems, it is required to present an appropriate
algorithm �tted to the problem structure. In order to
prove that the processing time increases with the prob-
lem size, several purposive cases were designed with
di�erent sizes and, then, solved by GAMS software.
Table 1 reports the obtained processing times. The
table makes it clear that an increase in the number of
periods adds to the processing time dramatically.

In Table 1, the �rst 4-digit part of the code
indicates, from left to right, the number of manufac-
turing centers, the number of distribution centers, the
number of hybrid collection-distribution centers, and
the number of customers, respectively. The second 4-
digit part shows, again from left to right, the number of
collection centers, the number of recycling centers, the
number of disposal centers, and the number of external
customers, respectively. Finally, the third part denotes,
from left to right, the number of capacity levels, the
number of transportation modes between two related
nodes, and the number of programming periods. It is

worth mentioning that the parameters in the designed
illustrative cases have all been set randomly.

4.1. Solving approach
Genetic algorithm is among the widely used algorithms
for solving NP-hard problems. It is applicable to
problems with large feasible spaces. Furthermore, it
is particularly helpful for complex problems where the
inuences of constraints and parameters are unknown.
This method enjoys a lower probability of getting
trapped in local optimum, as compared to similar
techniques. The capability of GA to reach near-
optimum solutions has widened the scope of its appli-
cation to large-sized problems. It is a nature-inspired
and population-based method with a capability to
cope with the problems of special structure and is
considered in this research because of its ability to �nd
near-optimum solutions and its exibility to solve a
wide range of problems. This is the reason why this
algorithm has been selected from a pool of various
solving approaches. Furthermore, new chromosomes
were proposed here to encode the problem. GA has
been previously used to solve reverse logistics problems
by some researchers, e.g., Min and Ko (2008) [39],
Lee and Chan (2009) [40], Trappey et al. (2010) [41],
and Fakhrzad and Moobed (2010) [42]. Accordingly,
genetic algorithm was used to solve the problem in this
research.

4.2. Algorithm components
Components of the algorithm used in this study are
described in this subsection.

4.2.1. Initiator operator and solution demonstration
In this research, common methods in transportation
problems were used to present the solution. The
number of products transported from manufacturers to
customers was organized into a matrix. As mentioned
previously, there is no direct transportation between
manufacturers and customers, and the matrix merely
shows the origin of the received products. Another
feature of the model is the time periods. For each
time period, two matrices were used: one for forward

Table 1. Results of solving the illustrative cases.

Problem Problem

Number of
periods

Group code
Processing

time
(seconds)

Objective
function

value

Number of
periods

Group code
Processing

time
(seconds)

Objective
function

value

T = 1
2112-2222-121 2 193246

T = 3
2112-2222-123 3220 735079

2212-2223-121 6 187956 2113-2223-123 323 1629623

T = 2
2112-2222-122 70 489659 T = 4 2112-2222-124 14400 933059

3112-2222-222 158 484262
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logistics and another for reverse logistics. In terms of
capacities, if the sum of demands in one period exceeds
the capacity of facilities, the capacity increases until the
entire volume of demands is addressed.

In each period, the number of products shipped
from the manufacturing centers to the customers is
expressed in terms of a transportation matrix shown
below; therefore, each period corresponds to a trans-
portation matrix. Transportation matrices can be
seen as chromosomes in this algorithm. In other
words, the solution of each period can be seen as two
transportation matrices: one for the forward ow path
and another for the reverse one:

Xp =

2664x11 x12 : : : x1n
x21 x22 : : : x2n
: : : : : : : : : : : :
xm1 xm2 : : : xmn

3775 ;
in which rows and columns represent the manufactur-
ing centers and customers, respectively.

The following pseudo-code was used to form the
above matrix:

1. Form a set, T , including the set of numbers from 1
to mn.

2. Randomly choose a number, k, from the set T .
3. Through the following relationship, extract the row

number and column number corresponding to k:

Row number (i) = [((k � 1) =n) + 1] ;

Column number (j) = ((k � 1) =mod n) + 1:

4. Choose the minimum value across the production
values in the ith row and the demand in the jth
column and name it xij .

5. Subtract xij from the production in the ith row and
the demand in the jth column.

6. Eliminate k from the set T .
7. Repeat the process until all members in T are

eliminated.

Once the above matrix was formed, in order to de-
termine the volume of products shipped to customers,
each xij value was randomly decomposed into two
parts: the volume of products sent to the distribution
centers and that to hybrid distribution-collection cen-
ters. Following the process of chromosome formation,
one can determine the required quantity of products to
be redistributed among the facilities along the reverse
ow to reach a complete solution after applying the rate
of product return by customers. After applying the
rate of product recycling at collection and hybrid cen-
ters and determining the number of pushed products
toward the recycling and disposal centers (similar to

what was done before), the transportation matrix was
randomly allocated between two nodes; �nally, volumes
of the products sent to recycling centers, manufactur-
ers, and external customers were determined by the
same approach.

4.2.2. Crossover operator
The following pseudocode was used to apply the
crossover operator once the parents (matrices) were
selected as X1 = (x1

ij) and X2 = (x2
ij):

1. Use the following method to de�ne the matrices
D = (dij) and R = (rij).

dij = [(x1
ij + x2

ij)=2]; rij = (x1
ij + x2

ij)mod 2:

2. Divide the matrix R into two matrices of R1 = (r1
ij)

and R2 = (r2
ij):

R = R1 +R2;

nX
j=1

r1
ij =

nX
j=1

r2
ij =

1
2

nX
j=1

rij i = 1; 2; : : : ;m;

mX
i=1

r1
ij =

mX
i=1

r2
ij =

1
2

mX
i=1

rij j = 1; 2; : : : ; n:

3. Form the o�spring X 01 and X 02 as follows:

X 01 = D +R1; X 02 = D +R2:

4.2.3. Mutation operator
In order to apply this operator when a transportation
matrix is selected, �rst, a number of rows and columns
are randomly selected within the matrix. In the devel-
oped submatrix, the existing values are manipulated,
such that the sum of values within each row and column
remains unchanged. For instance, assume the following
matrix to be subjected to the mutation operator:

Parent X
0 0 5 0 3
0 4 0 0 0
0 0 5 7 0
3 1 0 0 2

Suppose that the 2nd and 4th rows and the
2nd, 3rd, and 5th columns are selected randomly; this
submatrix can be manipulated in the following to meet
the mentioned condition:

The selected
matrix

4 0 0
1 0 2

The manipulated
matric

2 0 2
3 0 0

Consequently, the following o�spring will result
from the mutation operator:
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O�spring
0 0 5 0 3
0 2 0 0 2
0 0 5 7 0
2 3 0 0 0

4.2.4. Fitness function
Fitness function is exactly the same as the problem's
objective function, i.e., to maximize the overall pro�t
generated along the chain. This function calculates the
incurred costs and gained income along the chain and
returns the �tness value for each chromosome. As a
maximization function, there is no need to modify the
objective function.

4.2.5. Selection mechanisms
Two mechanisms were employed to perform the selec-
tion task in the proposed algorithm: the roulette wheel
and tournament mechanisms. The designed algorithm
was con�gured in such a way that, for each round
of selection, 50% of the parents were selected by the
roulette wheel mechanism, while the other 50% were
selected according to the tournament approach.

4.2.6. Termination criterion
For the considered algorithm in this research, the
termination criterion was set as reaching a limited
number of iterations and generation number.

4.3. Setting the GA parameters
In order to set the parameters of the genetic algorithm,
a sample problem was designed and, then, solved using
the considered algorithm in MATLAB software. In the
next step, for each parameter within the GA, a set of
prede�ned discrete values (reported in Table 2) was
assumed and the problem was solved. Figure 2 shows
the contributions of crossover parameter variations in
the objective function value when other parameters are
kept unchanged. As is observed, the objective function
is maximal when the crossover parameter takes a value
of 0.8. Further, Figure 3 depicts the contribution of
variations in the mutation parameter at another level
of mutation parameter; �nally, Figure 4 considers the
contributions of mutation parameter variations in the
objective function value when other parameters are
kept unchanged.

The proposed genetic algorithm encompasses �ve
operating parameters. Considering the number and

Figure 2. Plot of variations in mutation level 1.

Figure 3. Plot of variations in mutation level 2.

Figure 4. Plot of variations in crossover parameter.

levels of parameters at which each parameter is to
be analyzed, one may conclude that it is impossible
to consider the contributions of variations in each
and any parameter, as well as interactions between
the parameters. Therefore, based on the principles
of the design of experiments, instead of performing
each and every experimental e�ort, only 80 tests were
considered (including single and coupled ones) to look
into the e�ect of such variations on the �tness function.

Table 2. Di�erent levels of Genetic Algorithm (GA) parameters.

Parameter Number of levels Value

Maximum number of iterations 10 400
Population size 10 60
Crossover rate 9 0.8
Mutation rate 9 0.4

Tournament selection size 5 4
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Reported in Table 2 are the GA parameters, the
number of investigated levels, and the values obtained.

4.4. Generating cases studies and setting the
parameters

Most of the problems used for numerical tests investi-
gated in the literature on SCND have been randomly
generated. Accordingly, in this research, problem data
were randomly generated using uniform distribution in
certain domains. Considering the number of param-
eters in the model, no comprehensive reference could
be found for benchmarking the parameters; thus, some
of the parameters were generated randomly. There-
fore, the parameters were generated with reference to
Olivares-Benitez et al. (2010) as a valid reference [31].
Furthermore, the problem size was assessed based on
two criteria: number of periods and programming
number for each problem (Table 3).

For each problem, the programming number is
equal to the sum of indices, i.e., the sum of digits in
the corresponding group code, which can be calculated
via the following formula:

PN = i+ j + h+ k + l + g +m+ v + n+ c+ t:

In Table 4, all details of the problem can be observed.
Furthermore, the information regarding the exact
mathematical solution of GAMS software is presented
in this table.

Presumably, an increase in the time period of the
problem adds to the problem complexity and process-
ing time, and the number of recycling centers a�ects the
complexity of the problem. The designed numerical ex-
amples were used to analyze these assumptions. Each

problem was designated by a two-digit number, with
the �rst digit from the left indicating the number of
periods in the problem and the other digit reecting the
number of problems within the corresponding period.
Regarding the problem type, an attempt was made to
incorporate as many combinations as possible in each
period. Average processing times for the two-period
and three-period problems were found to be 136 and
2863 seconds, respectively. As expected, the processing
time increased by 21 folds when the value of T changed
from 2 to 3. Comparing the processing times obtained
for problems 3.1 and 3.4 shown in Table 4, one can
easily �nd that processing time became doubled when
the value of m index (number of recycling centers)
changed from 1 to 2. These two comparisons reveal
the e�ect of the parameter T on the sample problem
processing time. Furthermore, this table may con�rm
the performance of the introduced sizing criterion for
the sample problems.

In problem 3.1, the processing time was 7200 sec-
onds, i.e., the GAMS was not able to solve the problem
in 2 hours and the reported objective value was merely
the best integer solution found after 2 hours of running
the software. This problem number shows that, in
particular numerical examples, especially large ones,
the software cannot solve the problem at an acceptable
time interval; therefore, alternative approaches are
needed.

Following the research, some sample problems
were solved with genetic algorithm. To do so, �rst of
all, the parameters of each exactly solved problem were
�tted into the structure of metaheuristic algorithm so
as to establish the same conditions. Subsequently, the

Table 3. Sample problem size assessment.

Problem Problem

Size Number of
periods

Programming
number

Size Number of
periods

Programming
number

Small 1 Any number Large 2 Greater than or equal 18
Medium 2 Lower than 18 Large 3 Any number

Table 4. Solutions of two-period and three-period sample problems as obtained by GAMS software.

Example
number

Group code Solve
time

Objective
function

value

Example
number

Group
code

Solve
time

Objective
function

value
3.1 2113-1221-123 7200 556462 2.1 2113-1221-122 74 1179640
3.2 1113-1221-123 950 520647 2.2 3113-1221-122 133 1057865
3.3 2113-1121-123 2157 726932 2.3 3113-1231-122 282 691155
3.4 2113-1211-123 3850 916650 2.4 3113-1331-122 86 386833
3.5 1113-1111-123 160 1022315 2.5 3212-1331-122 105 538735

Average solution time for
a three-period case

2863 Average solution time for
a two-period case

136
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sample problems were tested in both GAMS (as the ex-
act solution) and MATLAB (as the heuristic solution).
In order to reduce the randomness e�ect of the solving
algorithm and prevent it from getting trapped within
poor solutions, each sample was launched in MATLAB
�ve times and the obtained results were averaged before
being reported as the �nal result. Table 5 reports the
information about each sample.

The processing times were reported in seconds.
Table 6 represents a summary of the above table
together with analytical results. Shown in this table are
the average values for each sample problem, standard

deviation within the results obtained for each sample,
and the gap between the average solution and exact
solution for each sample. The gap was calculated by
dividing the di�erence between the exact and approx-
imate solutions by the exact one. Taking a quick look
at this table, one may �nd that the gap values were
generally lower for two-period problems rather than the
three-period ones. Considering the gap values for the
two-period and three-period problems, it is observed
that the value of the gap slightly increases by just 2%
when the parameter T changes from 2 to 3. This is
while, as mentioned before, such a change in parameter

Table 5. Values of the objective function and processing times for sample problems used with the solving algorithm.

Instance Iteration
number

1 2 3 4 5 Instance Iteration
number

1 2 3 4 5

3.1
Solution 475375 476684 487625 489297 488839

2.1
Solution 934420 930074 950265 944300 948471

Time 182 311 232 252 211 Time 19 16 17 24 18

3.2
Solution 441857 451536 450551 439688 446 045

2.2
Solution 920390 924900 914044 937830 918110

Time 201 179 175 185 197 Time 18 19 18 18 21

3.3
Solution 649945 653505 644582 654642 646 721

2.3
Solution 621060 631960 616550 609310 624950

Time 173 194 245 188 189 Time 19 19 16 20 20

3.4
Solution 765027 791046 762100 787237 781 247

2.4
Solution 328980 336650 340090 345040 322150

Time 173 213 175 263 214 Time 19 21 18 22 18

3.5
Solution 793794 771966 805189 805266 799 156

2.5
Solution 510835 502625 520040 503920 511390

Time 176 183 182 185 222 Time 18 22 18 20 19

Table 6. A comparison between the results of exact and metaheuristic solutions.

Instance
number

GAMS
output

Average of
MATLAB
outputs

Standard
deviation of

MATLAB outputs

MATLAB and
GAMS outputs

gap

Average gap
(%)

3.1 556462 483564 6027 13.10

15.09
3.2 520647 445935 4130 14.34
3.3 726932 649879 3382 10.59
3.4 916650 777331 11014 15.19
3.5 1022315 795074 9755 22.22

2.1 1179640 941506 7407 20.18

12.40
2.2 1057865 923054 6648 12.74
2.3 691155 620766 6268 10.18
2.4 386833 334582 7213 13.50
2.5 538735 509762 5191 5.37

Average total gap
13.74
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Table 7. Results of robustness analysis of the proposed metaheuristic algorithm.

Example
number

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Average
output

Standard
deviation

Standard deviation
to average

output ratio
(%)

3.1 475375 489297 483564 6027 1.2%
3.2 439688 451536 445935 4130 0.9%
3.3 646721 654642 649879 3382 0.5%
3.4 765027 791046 777331 11014 1.4%
3.5 771966 805266 795074 9755 1.2%
2.1 930074 950265 941506 7407 0.7%
2.2 918110 937830 923054 6648 0.7%
2.3 609310 631960 620766 6268 1%
2.4 322150 345040 334582 7213 2.1%
2.5 520040 511390 509762 5191 1%

Average 1.1%

Figure 5. Curve of comparison of the objective function
between the exact and metaheuristic solutions.

T increased the processing time by about 2100% (21
order of magnitudes). Hence, this obvious di�erence
(2% versus 2100%) is well justi�able and a�ordable;
indeed, it con�rms the signi�cant e�ect of the proposed
metaheuristic algorithm.

A comparison between the results of the proposed
algorithm and GAMS revealed that the algorithm
found better solutions within a reasonable time, while
GAMS failed to �nd the optimum solution in some
cases. Further, GAMS required longer processing times
than GA. Figures 5 and 6 show that GA outperforms
GAMS.

Considering all comparisons and according to
Figures 5 and 6, it can be suggested that the advantages
o�ered by the proposed GA for the mathematical
model formulated in this research dominate outnumber
its disadvantages, proving the e�ectiveness and capa-
bility of the algorithm to solve not only two-period
and three-period problems, but also problems of higher
programming periods. It is worth mentioning that,
based on the criteria set by the decision-makers and the
nature of the logistic network, di�erent measurement
units can be used to measure a period.

Figure 6. Logarithmic curve of comparison of the
processing time between the exact and metaheuristic
solutions.

In Figures 5 and 6, the comparative results
and processing times of the exact and GA algorithm
outputs are shown. The results con�rm the superior
performance of the proposed algorithm, such that the
presented GA provides an e�cient approach to the
solution of the introduced problem.

By analyzing the algorithm robustness, the results
of di�erent runs of the algorithm are presented in
Table 7.

The results show that, in the worst case (i.e.,
problem number 2.4), the standard deviation to aver-
age output ratio was 2.1%, while the average ratio for
all cases was as low as 1.1%, indicating the robustness
of the proposed algorithm.

5. Conclusion and recommendations

Today, organizations need to design integrated
distribution-collection networks because of various rea-
sons imposed by governments, society, and competi-
tors. Multi-period programming, multi-echelon struc-
ture, and other design variables must be appropriately
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taken into consideration before an applicable and close-
to-reality model can be achieved. Furthermore, multi-
period programming enhances the level of exibility.
Every transpiration network needs to use di�erent
transportation modes, and the resent research consid-
ers the choice of transportation mode in various pro-
gramming periods. Designing such a network entails
more e�orts from the researchers.

Considering these needs, this research started
by proposing a mathematical model under several
reasonable assumptions taken from the real world.
The applicability of the proposed problem and the
validity of the mathematical model were analyzed by
solving the problem in GAMS software. Solution
structure and complexity of the mathematical model
were further studied, concluding that the mathematical
model, especially medium- and large-sized cases, was
practically impossible to solve via exact approaches
as it took an extremely long time to be solved.
Accordingly, there is a need for a solving algorithm
with the capability of returning correct, rational, well-
�tted, reliable solutions on an accepted time scale.
By studying di�erent solution approaches and the
structure of the mathematical models and by means
of available resources and references, metaheuristic
genetic algorithm was found to be a proper approach
to solving the research problem. GA was designed
and coded in MATLAB software. Finally, based on
the comparison of the results obtained via the exact
approach and the metaheuristic algorithm outputs, the
metaheuristic algorithm was found to be an e�ective
and e�cient approach to solving the problem.

In order to enhance supply chain e�ciency, a
logistics manager should consider various parameters
when forming a logistics network. In order to meet
particular regulations, reuse products, or decrease
wastes, some supply chains need reverse logistics; this
paper provides the logistics managers with a proper
tool for such supply chains. The results validated the
model and the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Based on the investigations and studies performed
so far and considering the demands arisen in the real
world, the following recommendations can be proposed
for extending the mathematical model and getting it
as close to the real world as possible:

1. Considering the idea of multi-objectivity within the
model, i.e., interactions among such objectives as
maximization of system responsiveness, minimiza-
tion of negative environmental e�ects and delivery
time, etc., can provide subjects for future research
works;

2. Investigation of the uncertainties associated with
such parameters as customer demands within dif-
ferent periods, transportation costs, and volume

of returned products may be performed in future
studies;

3. Performance of other metaheuristic algorithms such
as TS and SA in this context can be compared to
that of GA in order to further validate it.
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